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Drum Trailer
4701 / 4715
Flexible and easily operated drum trailer with tiltable drum holding frame, which is moved by
the winch operating on the winch rope connected the holding frame and the chassis. The trailer incorporates facilities for a drum drive and the provision for drum braking allowing the unit
to be used for recovery or for re drumming. The steel welded and hot dip galvanised chassis
and lifting frame is equipped with full road suspension, overrun and parking brakes plus lights
all in accordance with CE regulations. The trailer is prepared for a driving unit, which is used
for reeling and rereeling of cable and rope on a wooden drum. Further, the drum unit, which
is equipped with a brake, which gives a balanced and controlled output. The trailer has 2 adjustable supportlegs at the rearside which stabilistate the usage of the machine.
.

Drive kit for the drum - compatible with Sahlins
engine 2042 & 2060 - is avaible as an accessory.
Just like this duct boom (picture) that enables six
smaller drums if needed.

Technical data
Model:
Total weight:
Trailer weight:
Max load (with drum drive):
(without drum drive):
Drum size (drum drive suitable for K12—K24):
Tyers:
Dimensions:

4701-0750
750 kg
370 kg
305 kg
380 kg
K9—K24
195/70R 14
L = 3 350 mm
B = 2 160 mm
H = 1 742 mm

4701-1001
1300 kg
370 kg
855 kg
930 kg
K9—K24
195/70R 14
L = 3 350 mm
B = 2 160 mm
H = 1 742 mm

4715-1000
1800 kg
430 kg
1295 kg
1370 kg
K9—K24
185 R14 C8
L = 3 350 mm
B = 2 160 mm
H = 1 745 mm

Accessories
Engines

P.No.:
P.No.:
P.No.:
P.No.:

2042-3000
2044-3000
2045-5000
2060-1000

(petrol engine, 5,5 hp)
(hydraulic engine)
(3 phase electric engine)
(petrol engine, 5,5 hp)

Drive kit
The drivekit is used for reeling and rereeling of cable from woodendrums in sizes K12-K24. The driving runs over 2 rubber /metalcovered
wheels which can be adjusted laterally for best adapting on the drum.
P.No.:
P.No.:

4701-0020 (Engine 2042 / 2044 / 2045)
4701-0030 (Engine 2060)

Brake kit
The trailer has a gliding drumaxle with diam. 70mm and is delivered
with distances for 105 and 130mm drumhole. The drumaxle is locked
in it´s workingposition with a specialconstructed lock without loose
pins. The axle can even be equipped with drumbrake for a balanced
and safe pulling from the cabledrum.
P.No.:

4701-0010

Winter tyres
Qualitative and complete winter wheels to the trailer in the form of
studded- alternatively friction tires.
Studded
Friction

9581-028
9581-029

215/75R16C 116/114R
215/75R16C 116/114R

Extension boom
Extension boom that enables handling of two drums. Maximum
load on the upper drum is 120kg. This accessory is also compatible
whit drum trailer 4720.
P.nr.:

4720-0050

Duct boom
Exchangeable boom for six duct drums up to K10. Stop rings and
cones are included.
P.nr.:

Drum Trailer 4701 / 4715

4701-0080
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The trailer can be equipped with petrol– or hydraulic engine, with gearbox including forward and reverse gear. It is used together with the
drive kit for reeling and rereeling of cable and rope on a wooden drum.

